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In a devotion that I wrote for our Lenten Mosaic theme this year, I wrote that I like puzzles
and like to see all the pieces fit together. I started my devotion referring to a child's simple jigsaw
puzzle that had belonged to our children. I showed how all different sizes and shapes support each
other and have to fit together perfectly to tell the complete chicken/egg story.

I wrote that devotion just before we were all asked to stay at home during this corona virus
pandemic.  A few days later, in a family Zoom to celebrate our son's 43rd birthday, he proudly
showed us a special gift from his daughter.  That gift is a 1000-piece jigsaw puzzle of Wait Chapel
at Wake Forest University.  Well, it soon became obvious that our two grown children are still in
"competition" with each other after all these years when, in subsequent virtual visits, they have
shared puzzles from each family in various stages of completion. They know that all the puzzle
pieces are like team members that have to fit together perfectly to tell a story with success.

I realize that our family is not alone with puzzles these days.  We have been told that the
fastest selling item in "dollar" stores is not toilet paper but zigsaw puzzles.  Then on the news
recently there was a report that zigsaw production in this country has increased 10 times over normal
production.  

What does this say about us?   We are living in puzzled times, trying to put the pieces
together for meaning and hoping for solutions to our "new" normal.

I have always also been intrigued with mosaics and stained glass windows which are like
jigsaw puzzles; all the pieces are different but when put together create a complete picture or pattern
that has meaning.  At Lakeside we are blessed to have great examples of these art media to support,
comfort and inspire us.

In February of this year, Jerry and I attended a Deacon Club brunch at Wake Forest
University that honored all the student athletes and their various sports.  Part of the event was



celebration of the "Unique Deac" program designed to recognize and benefit from diversities in the
athletic program and to create a sense of belonging for all.

As a contribution to this celebration, Anaia Hoard, a freshman on the women's basketball
team, created a mosaic to express her hopes for "putting the puzzle pieces together" to help see,
understand and value how these unique differences are the foundation of a strong program.

Her mosaic is pictured below.  It is of the Wake Forest mascot, the Demon Deacon. The
various colors and shapes represent the 400+ student athletes and 12 teams in this year's athletic
program, and the completed "puzzle" sends the message of "Our differences can make us stronger
and more beautiful."

This message is not a new one but one we need to be reminded of as we continue to
build the mosaic of our lives.

Indeed, the body does not consist of one member but of many. If the foot would say, “Because
I am not a hand, I do not belong to the body,” that would not make it any less a part of the body. And
if the ear would say, “Because I am not an eye, I do not belong to the body,” that would not make
it any less a part of the body. If the whole body were an eye, where would the hearing be? If the
whole body were hearing, where would the sense of smell be? But as it is, God arranged the
members in the body, each one of them, as he chose. If all were a single member, where would the
body be? As it is, there are many members, yet one body. The eye cannot say to the hand, “I have
no need of you,” nor again the head to the feet, “I have no need of you.” On the contrary, the
members of the body that seem to be weaker are indispensable, and those members of the body that
we think less honorable we clothe with greater honor, and our less respectable members are treated
with greater respect; whereas our more respectable members do not need this. But God has so
arranged the body, giving the greater honor to the inferior member, that there may be no dissension
within the body, but the members may have the same care for one another. If one member suffers,
all suffer together with it; if one member is honored, all rejoice together with it.

I Corinthians 12:14-26


